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and the body"s oscillation (particle pulsation rhythm) must be increased to the highest

body"s frequency and oscillation and for Imprinting/ Anchoring the D-5 Template! Archetype
Identity

Page:  28

light contracted) I Oscillation (light expanded) rate, or that rate of speed at

body"s frequency and oscillation rhythms constitutes adding more units of Partiki (ante-
matter

patterns. Increasing bodily oscillation is also facilitated by increasing the amount of oxygen
and

Vibration and Raising Oscillation Rates (particle pulsation) Dietarv Guidelines: Reduce intake
of red

sense the vibration/oscillation rate of foods; choose those with the greatest oscillation levels

with the greatest oscillation levels and don"t over-cook or over-process foods, which

which reduces their oscillation rates. Less is more if quality is chosen over quantity.
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(a) Slower oscillation and faster vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation

vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower

(c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and slower vibration

(d) Slower oscillation and slower vibration 5. A lower frequency consists of ___

(a) Slower oscillation and slower vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation

vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower

(c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and faster vibration

(d) Slower oscillation and faster vibration 6. Where in the body are the
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(a) Slower oscillation and faster vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation

vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower

(c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and slower vibration

(d) Slower oscillation and slower vibration 5. A lower frequency consists of ___

(a) Slower oscillation and slower vibration (b) Slower vibration and faster oscillation

vibration and faster oscillation (c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower

(c) Faster oscillation and faster vibration (d) Slower oscillation and faster vibration

(d) Slower oscillation and faster vibration 6. Where in the body are the
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a high enough oscillation rate. • A portion of their own Soul or Oversoul

to raise the oscillation rate, then the Soul or Oversoul consciousness will leave the
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Phasing & Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
corresponding
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determined by the oscillation rates between dimensionalized units of consciousness.
Dimensionalized units of consciousness
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template) and lower OSCILLATION (energy expanded or transmitted from the Ante-matter
template)

Vibration and higher Oscillation, and are considered BASE ELECTRICAL. •
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY is created
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Frequency Bands, Vibration-Oscillation-Particle Spin, Harmonics of Manifestation and Matter
Density Levels. The
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with differing vibratory-oscillation rates, which exist in precise relationship to each other and

diversity of vibratory-oscillation, through which the wholeness of consciousness may
experience itself in

by the vibratory-oscillation rate of the Partiki units that make up the scalar-

are composed. VIBRATION-OSCILLATION: Vibration is the condition of internal movement,
or holding of

within Partiki units. Oscillation is the condition of external movement, or expending of
energy,

them. The vibratory-oscillation rate of particles represents the rate at which the scalar

proportion to the oscillation rate, or external measure of energy quantity expended,
exhibited by

them. The vibratory-oscillation rate represents the ratio between energy contraction
(vibration) and

energy expansion (oscillation), which sets the rhythm of particle pulsation that governs the

dimensionalization. The vibratory-oscillation rate of Partiki units determines the frequency
(cyclic pattern

relationship of vibrational-oscillation between wave spectra determines the matter density
levels particles will
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Vibration-Oscillation Correspondences Higher Dimensional Fields (8-15) Low Vibration Higher

Low Vibration Higher Oscillation Expanding Higher Frequency Short Wave Length Slower
Electron Spin Less

Partiki = Higher Oscillation = More expansion = Faster flash rate of Partiki =

movement = Faster oscillation = Shorter wave length = Slower electron spin around nucleus

Higher Vibration Lower Oscillation Contracting Lower-Frequency Longer Wave Length Faster
Electron Spin More

Partiki = Lower Oscillation = More contraction = Slower flash rate of Partiki =

movement = Slower oscillation = Longer wave length = Faster electron spin around nucleus
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of energy expansion-oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic
Universe
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rate of vibratory-oscillation (contraction and expansion of energy), which determines the
Angular

having varying vibratory-oscillation rates and angles of spin allow multiple dimensional reality
fields

Page:  28

higher frequency, faster oscillation, lower vibration, shorter wave length, greater expansion
and less matter
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Density and Vibration-Oscillation Consciousness perceives and passes through within the
Dimensional Scale. 5
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Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
corresponding
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Partiki, the Vibration-Oscillation and the Angular Rotation of Particle spin are all regulated
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the Vibration - Oscillation and the Angular Rotation of particles spin are all regu

and the Vibration-Oscillation rates of Partiki units within the Dimensional Scale. They control

Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation rates of Partiki units within the Dimensionalized scalar wave
grid

Page:  36



rate of Vibrational Oscillation , different Angular Rotation of Particle Spin and variance in
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determined by the oscillation rates between dimensionalized units of consciousness- Partiki,
Partika and Particum.
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determined by the VibratoryOscillation rate of Partiki units that make up the Dimensional
Scalar

of Partiki units. Oscillation is the "external movement" or ENERGY EXPENDED by Partiki

Partiki units. Vibratory-Oscillation rate is the rate at which Partiki ~ Phasing "

occurs. Vibration and Oscillation exist in direct proportion to each other. As ot>o

(energy holding), Oscillation a decreases (energy expenditure). Faster Flash-line d Sequences

raise @f=; Oscillation and lower Vibration of Scalar Templates. Higher Oscillation/ Slower
Vibration

Scalar Templates. Higher Oscillation/ Slower Vibration creates slower electron movement
around nucleus and less

Page:  45

ratio of Vibration-Oscillation. Higher Dimensions have Faster Partiki Phasing, are higher
frequency and

thus have higher oscillation, lower vibration and less particle density. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings

Page:  46

~ * Vibratory-Oscillation rate within a Dimension determines the Angular Rotation of Particle

having varying Vibratory-Oscillation rates and ARPS allow multiple 3-Dimensional Reality
Fields to

Page:  63

vibration, raising of oscillation rate and frequency, and shortening of the wave-length of
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of Partiki, the VibrationOscillation Rates of Partiki and the Angular Rotation of Particle Spin
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and vibration -oscillation ratios that govern the formation and function of the Thalamus
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HIGHER FREQUENCY= FASTER OSCILLATION/ SLOWER VIBRATION= SHORTER WAVE
LENGTH= SLOWER ELECTRON SPIN= LESS PERCEIVABLE

Page:  188



cycle of vibrational-oscillation rhythm that creates a specific repeating Partiki Phasing
Rhythm and
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raise the body"s Oscillation (energy transmission-expansion), lower the body"s Vibration
(energy

Lower Vibration, Higher Oscillation/Frequency, Less Matter Density. • More activated DNA
Strands, more
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lower the body"s Oscillation (energy transmission-expansion), raise the body"s Vibration
(energy
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Higher Vibration, Lower Oscillation/Frequency, Greater Matter Density • Fewer activated
DNA Strands, fewer
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3 energy expansion/oscillation/thrust to 11 2/3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within
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Matrix the vibratory/oscillation rate and frequency of each dimension progressively increases
from lowest

scale of vibrational/oscillation through which consciousness passes into manifestation. Each
dimension within the

of frequency, vibrational/oscillation and angular rotation of particle spin, through which a
progressive
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vibration and higher oscillation than the earthly incarnate identity. Human Bio-Spiritual
Evolution is

Page:  40

rate of vibratory oscillation within the consciousness and molecular structure, activating the
corresponding Phase
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3. The vibratory oscillation rate and angular rotation of sub-particle spin for the

Page:  51

consciousness, the vibratory oscillation rate and frequency of our energy-identity drops to a

wholeness the vibratory oscillation rate and frequency of our energy-identity rises and we

lowering the vibratory oscillation rate/frequency of energy of our consciousness to create
expansion
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contracted - less oscillation), disharmonic past through forms, that become trapped within
the HCB,
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raised to an oscillation speed sufficient enough to dissolve the miasmic crystals. This "
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rates of vibrational oscillation). The mind-field is accelerated, its rate of oscillation increased,

its rate of oscillation increased, which creates the sense data of the lessening of

its rate of oscillation slowed, creating the bodily-sensed data of an increase in

in density. The oscillation rates of both of these energy fields are held within

third dimension-its oscillation rate is increased. While the mind is accelerated and tuned

is decelerated, its oscillation rate slowed, tuning it to a lower frequency. In greater

quickly accelerated in oscillation, enabling it to "leap" through a time or dimensional
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respective rates of oscillation and build the necessary neurological and chemical structures
that will
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slightly higher cellular oscillation rate than that of a human, but this difference is
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light geometries, energy oscillations and sound emanations. That is the true reality of a
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harmony of vibratory oscillation rates between the energy units and particles that compose
the
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situation of vibrational-oscillation rates that were very different than what we were used

Page:  6

certain level of oscillation in your body before you can do it or you"re

Page:  13

should notice an oscillation that seems to run through the whole spectrum, it"s like
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a high enough oscillation rate So they will get usually a part of their
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Density and Vibration-Oscillation Consciousness perceives and passes through within the
Dimensional Scale. 5
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Density and Vibration-Oscillation Consciousness percetves and passes through within the
Dimensional Scale.
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ray raises the oscillation rate of electrons to begin their process of transmutation into

Page:  10

too great an oscillation rate to retain form integrity. - 10- Transcribed by Raha.

Page:  13

outer at- the oscillation rate of matter in Density 2. mosphere begins its final

of transmu- Atomic oscillation accelerates due to the tation. acceleration of the rotational
speed

Spin to become photooscillation and repolarize into electrons, nic electrical impulse. protons,
neutrons and
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thereafter, as the oscillation rate of the energetic frequency that carries the consciousness is

Page:  10

progressively raises in oscillation to the Density-2 rhythm. Simultaneously, the D-12 Christiac

B lower their oscillation rhythm to that of Density- 1. Over the course of

then lower their oscillation to D-4 Astral field rhythm. In the D-4
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template) and lower OSCILLATION (energy expanded or transmitted from the Ante-matter
template)

Vibration and higher Oscillation, and are considered BASE ELECTRICAL. •
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY is created
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of energy expansion-oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic
Universe
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of vibration and oscillation. Together, the sets of 3 interwoven scalar-fields form a

vibration (lowest oscillation, most contracted) to the lowest vibration (highest oscillation,
most

vibration (highest oscillation, most expanded). As the template of a form or manifest

However, Time Vector oscillation rhythms have begun and will continue to increase during
the

Page:  31

between vibration and oscillation within the Primal Energy Units of conscious energy that
form

Primal Energy Unit oscillation (energy expansion/expenditure) increases, its vibration (energy
contraction/

The higher the oscillation rhythm and lower the vibration rhythm of Primal Energy Units

variance in vibration-oscillation ratios intrinsic to the sets of 3 dimensional scalar-wave

ratios of energy oscillation/expansion and vibration/ contraction. The highest dimensional
spherical electro-magnetic

particle density, highest oscillation, lowest vibration and highest frequency and represents
the most expansive

systems reside. The oscillation rhythm (rate at which energy is expended or expanded

Page:  32

down-scaled the oscillation of its consciousness to enter Fetal Integration and manifest form



DNA Template, the oscillation rhythm of the body"s scalar-standing-wave template
increases. Increased

template increases. Increased oscillation of the body"s Density-1 scalar template creates
progressive activation

Page:  36

HIGHER FREQUENCY= FASTER OSCILLATION/ SLOWER VIBRATION= SHORTER WAVE
LENGTH= SLOWER ELECTRON SPIN= LESS PERCEIVABLE

Page:  54

Stepping Down" of oscillation within the Partiki that compose them, to create within
themselves

Page:  55

altering the vibrational-oscillation ratios between sets of Partiki Scalar Grids to set the

Page:  57

points of vibrational oscillation that are Particum and Partika units. Particum units form the

the base-electrical oscillation (energy expenditure-expansion) upon which corresponding
antiparticles form. When

Page:  70

accelerated movement, creating oscillation or external projection /expansion of energy
radiation, its counterpart

Page:  97

rhythms of vibrational oscillation. A Time Cycle, and its inherent Time Continua and smaller

point of vibration-oscillation rhythm within the greater rhythm of the Time Vector,
Continuum

Page:  98

the same vibration/oscillation rhythm). Points of temporary vibrational co-resonance that
naturally occur

Page:  100

rate of Vibrational Oscillation, different Angular Rotation of Particle Spin and variance in
Time

Page:  101

Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
corresponding
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core vibration and oscillation rhythms of a planet"s 3-Dimensional molecular structure; the
vibration-



structure; the vibration-oscillation rhythm controls the ANGULAR ROTATION OF PARTICLE
SPIN, or the

Page:  134

composed, increase in oscillation (electrical energy expansion) and lower in vibration
(magnetic

Page:  139

increasing particle/antiparticle oscillation of the "Hydro-plasmic Christ Body" via activation of

is lowered in oscillation and raised in vibration via activation of the Primal Sound

Template. Lowering of oscillation (electrical energy expansion) and raising of vibration
(magnetic

Page:  140

3 energy expansion/oscillation/thrust to 11 2/3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within
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raise the body"s Oscillation (energy transmission/expansion), lower the body"s Vibration
(energy

Lower Vibration, Higher Oscillation/Frequency, Less Matter Density • More activated DNA
Strands, more

Page:  143

lower the body"s Oscillation (energy transmission/expansion), raise the body"s Vibration
(energy

Higher Vibration, Lower Oscillation/Frequency, Greater Matter Density. • Fewer activated
DNA Strands, fewer
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331/3 Electrical-Oscillations to 11 2/3 Magnetic-Vibrations per 1 Merkaba rotation,

to 21 Electrical-Oscillations per 1 Merkaba rotation, within the Densiy-1 Matter-base
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3 energy expansion/oscillation/thrust to 11 2/3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within

vibrations to 21 ElectricalOscillations per 1 Merkaba rotation, within the Density-1 Matter-
base
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Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
corresponding

Page:  30

pre- "Lighl"/oscillation Divine Father(PartlkA-Trlons-Ectrons-Dions-Eiectrons EirA God-seed/

Page:  84

Phasing and Vibration-Oscillation for each Dimensional Frequency Band is set in the
corresponding

Page:  91

Point Pre-Light Oscillation Field First Partika Expansion Point The Yunasai God-Force
Currents
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rate of Vibrational Oscillation, different Angular Rotation of Particle Spin and variance in
Time
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core vibration and oscillation rhythms of a planet"s 3-Dimensional molecular structure; the
vibration-

structure; the vibration-oscillation rhythm controls the ANGULAR ROTATION OF PARTICLE
SPIN, or the

Page:  161

and accelerating its oscillation rate into higher-dimensional frequency bands beyond the
station of

Page:  162

a time, the oscillation rate of the lower bodies can drop too low in

rise in bodily oscillation rhythm so the E-Umbi Cord expands again permitting the

and accelerating its oscillation rate through the D-3 Mental Plane, Radial Body and

Page:  192



consciousness accelerates in oscillation, rises in frequency and expands into first the
Density-1
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frequencies accelerate in oscillation rate to carry the Kee-Ra-ShA current. 5. INHALE,
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rhythms of vibrational oscillation. A Time Cycle, and its inherent Time Continua and smaller

small point of vibrationoscillation rhythm within the greater rhythm of the Time Vector,
Continuum

Page:  275

the same vibration-oscillation rhythm). Points of temporary vibrational co-resonance that
naturally occur

Page:  409

pulsation (vibration/ oscillation) rhythm. The chaotically arranged, unnatural frequencies of
the Jehovian Seal
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Ught (prelight oscillation-ManA) and from the Ught came All Creation of the
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"Light and Oscillation", "Tha" meaning "Sound and Vibration" and "Ra"
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accelerated movement, creating oscillation or external projection /expansion of energy
radiation, its counterpart

Page:  41

pre· light oscillation-ManA) and from the Ught came All · Creation of
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(pre-light oscillation -ManA} & from the Light came All Creation from
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12 Pre-Light Oscillation Field First Partlka Expansion Point. Together, the 3 God-Force
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composed, increase in oscillation (electrical energy expansion) and lower in vibration
(magnetic

Page:  111

increasing particle/antiparticle oscillation of the "Hydro-plasmic Christ Body" via activation of

is lowered in oscillation and raised in vibration via activation of the Primal Sound

Template. Lowering of oscillation (electrical energy expansion) and raising of vibration
(magnetic
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frequencies accelerate in oscillation rate to carry the Kee Ra ShA current. 5. INHALE,
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E8-6 Vibration-Oscillation KA1-M Chapter 1 17 Vibration-Oscillation Correspondences KA1-M

1 17 Vibration-Oscillation Correspondences KA1-M 18 Vicherus-Sacheon Invasion VV-2/B
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movement, it creates oscillation or external projection/expansion of energy radiation. Its
counterpart wave
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their vibration or oscillation is important, because these are what we are using when
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vibration and less oscillation, and it actually has a core power to it. So,
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matter/dimensions decreases. Oscillation of particles increases, so that time gets both faster
and
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Cycles, Photo-sparks, Oscillation of the Ta-Ur, the Ta" Ur hydrogen bond, theTa-
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(c) Only oscillation. (d) Vibration and oscillation. 9. What do the Freedom

d) Vibration and oscillation. 9. What do the Freedom Teachings teach you? (a)
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of (a) oscillation (b) frequency (c) light (d) all ofthe
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that: (a) Oscillation is when they "flash off" and vibration is when

on" (b) Oscillation is when they "flash off" and vibration is when

demanifest (c) Oscillation is when they "flash on" and vibration is when
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of vibration and oscillation are represented? (a) 24 (b) 48 (c)
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HU-5. 3. Oscillation: These are the templates of standing waves that create the

they flash ON. Oscillation occurs when templates of standing waves in vibration form begin

becomes light (oscillation). 4. Ascension: The word "ascension" has always referred to
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HU-5. 3. Oscillation: These are the templates of standing waves that create the

they flash ON. Oscillation occurs when templates of standing waves in vibration form begin

becomes light (oscillation). 4. Ascension: The word "ascension" has always referred to
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field beyond light-oscillation, more into the core vibrational frequency level. 2. Falling asleep
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meaning Light and Oscillation, Tha, meaning Sound and Vibration and Ra, meaning ONE or
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oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the Particum and PartikA actually flash on into

of vibration and oscillation. Upon this structure, Presented by Adashi MCEO LLC in
Association

Page:  6

the vibration or oscillation of the thing you are calling a name. They are

from vibration to oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between vibration
and

oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between vibration and oscillation. It
goes

between vibration and oscillation. It goes from the omni-polar state where it is

on again into oscillation ... standing wave patterns, scalar waves, standing waves. The MCEO
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would be their oscillation stage, and you would be able to see them if

Page:  8

vibrations, how many oscillations, how much consciousness is held in one of these still

critical mass of oscillation, they turn on. Therefore the Maharic Shield is composed of
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of vibration and oscillation of energy units-and those grids end up with three
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Before you have oscillation or flashing on, there is the vibration state. This area
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13 has lower oscillation than D-15 but has what is known as the

Page:  22

phasing and vibration-oscillation for each dimensional frequency band is set in the
corresponding
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12 Pre-Light Oscillation Field First Partiki Expansion Point. To;ether, the 3 God-
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was vibration and oscillation interacting with each other.21 The first 3 were the
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the Vibration an Oscillation was created. This means male and female were created at
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a step in oscillation, actually, that"s not quite as high as yours in time
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they create an oscillation in the geleziac layers inside of the Partik E of
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yellow-amber little oscillation of millions of points of light. And imagine it is
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automatically adjust the oscillation and vibration rates (BPR-Base Pulse Rhythm) of its
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little bit of oscillation move through. Or you may hear-feel/hear-a little
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little bit of oscillation move through. Or you may hear-feel/hear-a little
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of a vibration/oscillation, like a blruuuh feeling which has a sound to it,
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that becomes and oscillation within the 8.5 Ka-Ma line. As you go off
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to vibration and oscillation and all of that in relation to the space between
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which is higher oscillation energy-It"s not as dense as the Telluric energy-the
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goes back into oscillation of Light and it makes it less dense. And that"s
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like a little oscillation of little tiny dots of golden-silver energy that kind
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journeying makes their oscillation rate slow down and they need to be at a

at a certain oscillation rate to bring them in to Earth"s Core alright So
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automatically adjust the oscillation and vibration rates (BPR-Base Pulse Rhythm) of its
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that changes its oscillation, it gets distorted in what"s called the Diamond Codes of
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with wah-wah oscillation) with the A going, right? And just keep it going.
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going. And the oscillation is important, or whatever you want to call this (
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sensation" of atomic oscillation spreading through your upper body, face and head, as the
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have a slower oscillation rate and are therefore lower in frequency, which are created

their consciousness and oscillation rate of the body in order to transcend its influence."

consciousness and vibration/oscillation3o of our bodies to transcend the influence of the
Shadow,

holding of energy. Oscillation is the expansion of energy. 31 See Dance for Series
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white is base oscillation. 4-Genders, 72-216" tall-average height 144" (approx=
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white is base oscillation. 4-Genders, 72-216" tall-average height 144" (approx=
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white is base oscillation. 4- Genders, 72-216" tall-average height 144" (approx=
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determined by the oscillation rates between dimensionalized units of consciousness.
Dimensionalized units of consciousness

determined by the oscillation rates between dimensionalized units of consciousness: Partiki,
PartikA and Particum.
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vibration and lower oscillation, and are base magnetic. PartikA anti-particle units represent
the

vibration and higher oscillation, and are base electrical. Electromagnetic energy is created
through the
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manifests.2 Vibration-Oscillation The vibratory-oscillation rate of particles represents the rate
at

Oscillation The vibratory-oscillation rate of particles represents the rate at which the scalar

within Partiki units. Oscillation is the condition of external movement or expanding of energy

them. Vibration and Oscillation exist in direct proportion to each other. As vibration increases

(energy holding), oscillation decreases (energy expenditure). Faster flash-line sequences
expend more

more energy, raise oscillation and lower vibration of scalar templates. Higher
oscillation/slower vibration

scalar templates. Higher oscillation/slower vibration creates slower electron movement
around the nucleus of
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rate of vibratory oscillation or contraction and expansion of energy, which determines the
angular

Particles having varying vibratoryoscillation rates and angles of spin allow multiple
dimensional reality fields



by the vibratory-oscillation rate of the Partiki units that make up the scalar-
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higher frequency, faster oscillation, lower vibration, greater expansion and less matter
density. These conditions
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oscillate and vibrate. Oscillation is when the Particum and PartikA actually flash on into

of vibration and oscillation. Standing scalar-waves form upon this structure. These standing
scalar-
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the vibration or oscillation of the thing you are calling a name. They are

from vibration to oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between vibration
and

oscillation, vibration to oscillation. There is a difference between vibration and oscillation. It
goes

between vibration and oscillation. It goes from the ©A & A Deane, 2010,
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into a light oscillation-you can view that as a scalar-wave; it is

on again into oscillation ... standing wave patterns, scalar-waves, standing waves. Partiki
Phasing

would be their oscillation stage, and you would be able to see them if
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vibrations, how many oscillations, how much consciousness is held in one of these Still

critical mass of oscillation, they turn on. We go from the forces of ManU/
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of vibration and oscillation of energy units-those grids end up with three different
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Before you have oscillation or flashing on, there is the vibration state. This area
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Phasing and vibration-oscillation for each dimensional frequency band is set in the
corresponding
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12 Pre-Light Oscillation Field First Partild Expansion Point Together, the 3 God-Force
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the vibration an oscillation was created. This means male and female were created at
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Circular motion generates oscillations or repetitive wave patterns. This is illustrated in the
second

wave patterns or oscillations. This is demonstrated in practical terms by the way in

our heart etc. Oscillation I Frequency All oscillation or indeed cyclic behaviour is associated

I Frequency All oscillation or indeed cyclic behaviour is associated with circular motion at

at some level. Oscillation and circular motion are synonymous. The frequency of oscillation is

The frequency of oscillation is associated with the speed of the circular motion. One

of growth and oscillation. © 2010 A & A Deane- The MCEO Freedom®
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Effectively we get oscillation and frequency. We need these imaginary numbers to describe
all

growth/decay and oscillation/ frequency. We get one or the other depending on which
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PKA counterparts generate oscillation. This means that these two processes are polarized
expressions of

decay and of oscillation in creation. These are the spirals of creation. Number Formation
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sets up an oscillation. The frequency of the oscillation depends on the balance between

frequency of the oscillation depends on the balance between the inertia and elasticity in

set up an oscillation in the system. In the absence of other influences this

other influences this oscillation would continue indefinitely. However in our "real" world we

diagram above. The oscillation is damped and dies out. In our present world a

and sustainability! Any oscillation is cyclic in nature and can be described in terms

e.g. power oscillations, electronic system, radio waves etc. In a more general sense

So, more generally, oscillations are determined by a balance between the electrical and
magnetic

to set up oscillations in a system. The frequency of the oscillations is determined



frequency of the oscillations is determined by the balance between the electrical and
magnetic

all electro-magnetic oscillations. Empty space has electrical and magnetic qualities. Its
electrical elasticity

to set up oscillations. © 2010 A & A Deane- The MCEO Freedom®
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properties of these oscillations. Lower frequencies in lower dimensions are more magnetic in
nature.

to set up oscillations in the system. These effects determine the nature and frequency

frequency of the oscillations. Combining the oscillations with the growth/decay we get the

oscillations. Combining the oscillations with the growth/decay we get the fundamental
behavior we
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set up an oscillation between them. The energy finally moves through the interaction/
differential
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shake as its oscillation rapidly accelerates. Observe a "rushing sensation" as the Veil
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white is base oscillation. 4-Genders, 72-216′ tall-average height 144′ (approx=
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12 Pre-Light Oscillation Field First Partiki Expansion Point. Together, the 3 God-Force
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white is base oscillation. 4-Genders, 72-216′ tall-average height 144′ (approx=
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Partiki Control Vibration/Oscillation Rates of Partiki ARPS Control Opening/Closing of the 3
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qualities of higher oscillation and lower vibration. In the inner most Dimensions such as

quality of! ower oscillation and higher vibration. These qualities mean that in Dimensions 10,
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(pre-light oscillation ManA) And from the Light came All Creation of the
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endogenous, •entrainable oscillation of about 24 hours. These rhythms are driven by a
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of an environmental oscillation. A common example is the entrainment of circadian rhythms
to

[3) Circadian oscillations occur even in isolated organs, and it is believed that
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lowest vibration/highest oscillation point (the point of vibration/oscillation at which the

point of vibration/oscillation at which the organic Time Wave was trapped and harnessed),

vibration (highest oscillation) to highest vibration (lowest oscillation). T.Mobius
manifestations start

vibration (lowest oscillation). T.Mobius manifestations start with the least quantum holding
and
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and raising of oscillation and corresponding lowering of magentic vibration within the Time
Seed

always a higher oscillation/ lower vibration than the past behind it"; the Time Wave

expanding manifestation rising oscillation and lowering vibration. Tan-Tri·Ahura Teachings
TU ShiftMasters
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Space-Time Flow Oscillation= energy expressed outside (external creation) Vibration=
energy held inside

=Lower Outer Oscillation (decrease energy expression external)= Contracting Space-Time
Inward from

Wave Raise Outer Oscillation (increase energy expression external creation) =Lower Inner
Vibration

lowest point of oscillation (energy expressed outwardly in External Creation). The Time
Wave/

and raising its oscillation, while correspondingly lowering the vibration (quantum holding) of
the

highest point of oscillation (electrical expression) and lowest point of vibration (magnetic

and raising of oscillation and corresponding lowering of magnetic vibration within the Time
Seed

always a higher oscillation/ lower vibration than the past behind it"; the Time Wave

manifestation rising external oscillation and lowering inner vibration. Once full expansion of a
manifestation

reached at Peak Oscillation/Null Vibration, the Time Seed Crystal then reverses its spin

and lowering external oscillation. Tan-Tri-Ahura Teachings""" ShlftMasters"M Course Series·
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lowest vibration/highest oscillation point (the point of vibration/oscillation at which the

point of vibration/oscillation at which the original organic Time Wave was trapped and

vibration (highest oscillation) to highest vibration (lowest oscillation). T.-Mobius
manifestations start

vibration (lowest oscillation). T.-Mobius manifestations start with the least quantum holding
and
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points of vibration/oscillation equilibrium, the Pana-KHY Flux-Wave Field engages opening of
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of energy expansion-oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic
Universe
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of energy expansion-oscillation and contraction-vibration. The Time Cycle of a Harmonic
Universe
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of particle fissi~ oscillation and Merbba Field spin ntt, incre~ upward through the
Dimensional
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(the \-;bntionfoscillation r.ltes of particles, atoms and Wlits of consciousness) of
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hhoU (Eillib- Oscillation- Divine Father) .M!.a,A The .l!.=ho
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of energy expansion-oscillation and contraction-vibration. (The Kathan. Bw.Spmrual Hta!mg
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to 21 EIKtricai-Oscillations to 11 213 per 1 Merk.aba rotation. """llun
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determined by the oscillation rat~ between Dm1ensiooahz~ units of consciousness. Hwnan
cousciousn~s (
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